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'Ankita Lokhande visited
us in Mumbai as well as
Patna', confirms Sushant

Singh Rajput's father
Sushant Singh Rajput's father KK Singh
recently spoke about the actor's ex-girl-
friend Ankita Lokhande. He said that
while Ankita visited him in Mumbai,
she also flew down to Patna to offer
condolences to Sushant's family. Ac-
cording to a report on BollywoodLife,
Sushant's father spoke about Ankita and
revealed, “Ha wo aayi bhi thi, Bombay
bhi aayi thi aur Patna bhi aayi thi.” (Yes,
she had come to visit in Mumbai and in
Patna as well). Talking about Sushant’s
relationship with Ankita, he said it was
god's will. “Yeh toh sanjog hai, jo hona
hota hai hota hai,” he added. KK Singh
also said that Kriti Sanon was the only
person who spoke to him at Sushant's
funeral. He assumed that Kriti called
him 'pyaara ladka'.
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After Taapsee Pannu, Huma Qureshi shocked by Rs
50,000 power bill, electricity company explains the reason

Celina Jaitly on Sushant Singh Rajput’s death: ‘A great talent
who probably would have won India’s first Oscar’

Anushka Sharma on her journey
from young girl to producer: ‘I chose
to dive into work as a teenager, have

been growing since’

After Taapsee Pannu, Vir Das and Dino Morea, more celebrities living
in Mumbai have complained of inflated electricity bills for the month
of June. On Monday, Huma Qureshi wrote in a tweet that she received
a bill for Rs 50,000.
“What are these new electricity rates ?? @Adani_Elec_Mum. Last
month I paid 6k .. and this month 50 k ????!!! What is this new price
surge ?? Kindly enlighten us,” she wrote in a tweet. Hum Apke Hain
Koun actor Renuka Shahane also complained, tweeting: “Dear
@Adani_Elec_Mum I got a bill of Rs 5510/on the 9th of May while in
June I got a bill of Rs 29,700 combining May & June where you’ve
charged me Rs 18080 for the month of May. How did Rs.5510/be-
come Rs.18080.”
Ranvir Shorey wrote: “The 21st century, a free market and a pan-
demic are apparently not enough for us to still be held to ransom by
electric power companies like @Adani_Elec_Mum #scam #shame.”
Amyra Dastur wrote, “I freaking shifted to my mom and dad’s house

in April! They’ve been charging my flat which I haven’t lived in for 3
months, double of what I would pay actually living there! Mine is best.
Do you know how to stop this nonsense.”
The electricity provider said in a statement that the bills are so high
as they are collecting arrears for the low rate charged in the last three
months. “We have re-star ted physical meter reading which was temporarily
halted since March because of Covid-19. Bills were generated on the lower side,
being an average of preceding three months Â– that is, December, January and
February, which are winter months. Actual consumption in the months of April,
May and June is comparatively higher due to seasonal impact (summer)
and increased usage (advent of Lockdown/WfH),” said a spokesper-
son of Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited (AEML).
“The bill amount for the past period shall be accounted as per
Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory Commission (MERC) guidelines.
The consumers will star t receiving the bills based on their actual
consumption with appropriate tariff slab benefits,” they added.

Celina Jaitly, who recently made a successful comeback to acting
with Season’s Greetings, has said that she battled depression after
the death of her parents and newborn son. “Depression is an illness
and it can be triggered into its worst forms by the energies that sur-
round you,” she said, “Depression is a disease, it doesn’t choose
people by their level of success or how they look or how rich or how
poor they are. It can happen to anyone. It is not just a passing fancy –
like people say my exam went bad and I am ‘depressed’. Depression
can happen at any age to anyone, it is a clinical disease and must be
treated. One must get suppor t system and it must not be ignored.”
She called the death of actor Sushant Singh Rajput a tremendous
loss. Sushant died on June 14 by suicide; he was suffering from
depression. Sharing grief on the death of the actor, Celina told Hindustan

Times, “It is very sad because it is such a loss of such great talent. It
is such a loss of somebody’s son, somebody’s loved one, someone’s
brother and it’s a great loss to a film industry. A great talent who
probably in the future would have won India’s first Oscar (as best
actor), you never know. We will never get to know what capabilities
someone like Sushant would have brought to the table.”
Celina says it was the suppor t of her husband and doctors that helped
her get through it. “I was surrounded by people who cared about me.
My husband took great care of me. I got help from doctors. I’m not
over it but I’m in a much better place,” she says.
Celina is marred to Austrian entrepreneur and hotelier Peter Haag.
The two are parents to eight-year-old twin boys Winston and Viraj and
two-year-old son Arthur.

Actor and film producer Anushka Sharma is feeling proud of
her accomplishments. On Monday, she shared throwback
pictures from her childhood, and recalled her journey over
the years. Her post is a photo collage showing how she
also grew into her own just like the lead character from her
latest production, Bulbbul. The photos show Bulbbul and
herself as young girls and grown women. “The story of
Bulbbul is the story of a girl’s journey from innocence to
strength and resilience...and it’s a story I’m all too familiar with.
Getting to be a part of the modelling industry at the young age of 15 had
a lasting impression on me. My dad was a very big influence, always
pushing me to work harder and sharing positive affirmations
about life and growth,” Anushka captioned her post.
“From understanding how the industry works to turning into
a producer when I was just 25, I star ted Clean Slate Filmz
with a vision to tell the best stories out there. Working with
newer faces and fresh talent has definitely given me a new
kind of perspective. We are all constantly growing, chang-
ing and evolving as humans and there’s a quiet strength to
that,” she added.
“I chose to dive into work when I was a teenager and I’ve
been growing ever since. The early star t has taught me a lot
and I choose to apply that wisdom in my personal and pro-
fessional life every day,” she ended her post.
Anushka has produced multiple fi lms such as NH10,
Phillauri and Pari, starring herself in the lead. Her last two
projects--Paatal Lok and Bulbbul--released on Amazon
Prime and Netflix, respectively. Paatal Lok starred Jaideep
Ahlawat and Neeraj Kabi in the lead while Bulbbul stars
Tripti Dimri. Anushka has said she was always clear about
backing genuine talent in her ventures.

Disgusting that Sushant’s death is being used for ulterior motives: Swara Bhasker
While after Sushant Singh Rajput’s death, the discussions about nepotism and insiders-outsiders in Bollywood have sparked an outrage,
a video, where actor Swara Bhasker is seen asking filmmaker Karan Johar about nepotism has gone viral. “We should have difficult
conversations but there is a civilised way to do it. Right now, things are being said, and people are being blamed but Karan being vilified
is unnecessary. I don’t think Karan, Alia (Bhatt), Sonam (Kapoor) had anything to do with what happened with Sushant’s career. It’s not a
fair accusation,” says the Veere Di Wedding (2018) actor, adding, “In the video, one can see that Karan is accepting that he might have
chosen people who were right in front of him and things should change. I would like to give him credit for engaging with the issue. But the
way things have happened was quite sad. It’s disgusting that Sushant’s death is being used for ulterior motives by some people. We must
give Sushant dignity in his death and celebrate his life. He was a tremendous ar tiste.”
Bhasker feels mental health needs to be the focus of discussions as depression is a serious issue. “One shouldn’t trivialise it by saying,
people get depressed because they weren’t invited for a par ty or because someone gave a stupid answer about their on a chat show. If
that is your understanding, then you don’t know what depression is,” she states.
While she has made her mark in films with films like Nil Batte Sannata (2016), Anaarkali of Aarah (2017), Veere Di Wedding (2018) among
others, Bhasker has also been vocal about a number of political issues. Ask her if her political ideologies and stand affects her career and
vice-versa. She says, “If you are a woman, and a woman in a public sphere, you will be trolled for some or the other reason. I can’t control
what is offered to me. Of course, in every actor ’s career, there are movies that didn’t turn out or per form as expected. I might not have got
my due in the industry but I am grateful that people respect my voice and that I have an identity and credibility as a person. After ten years
in the industry, I could have done more work, yet I feel proud of my body of work.” Bhasker is thrilled that her recent web show, Rasbhari,
has got a positive response, “along with some trolling too”. She says, “Most people get that the show is not about sex but looking at a
deeper issue, which is adolescent sexuality in a repressed society, and of the fear that our society has of female sexuality. That’s why it
tries to vilif y that. All the risque roles that I have done - be it Anaarkali of Aarah (2017), Veere Di Wedding (2018)- we have discussed a
larger picture. It shows the reality of society. Like in Rasbhari, my character, Shanoo, a teacher is teaching the adolescent student that
women are humans first. In the first few episodes, the boys look at her as a sexual object but once he gets to know her, he sees her a
person, and doesn’t objectify her. She teaches him about respect, honesty and consent.”

Kartik Aaryan shares pic from when
he jumped a fence to meet Sagarika

Ghatge: ‘Told her to say my hi to
Shah Rukh Khan’

Actor Kar tik Aaryan gets swarmed with fans asking for
selfies, every time he steps out. But did you know that he
used to be such a Bollywood fan himself?
On Monday, Kar tik shared a throwback picture from when
he met actor Sagarika Ghatge and managed to click a selfie
with her. “2008 Mumbai Marathon! I jumped barricades to
take a pic with Preeti Sabharwal #sagarikaghatge and also
told her ‘Shah Rukh Khan ko mera Hi bolna’ @iamsrk sir did she
convey my message?” Kar tik tweeted. Sagarika worked with Shah
Rukh in the hit spor ts drama Chak De! India. In the photo, Kartik look
unrecognisable in his long, shaggy hair, flashing a smile for the cam-
era. Sagarika is seen in a white cap, smiling for a picture with her
fan, Kar tik. Kartik made his Bollywood debut three years
later in 2011 with Pyaar Ka Punchnama. He then went on to
star in Pyaar ka Punchnama 2, Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety, Pati
Patni Aur Woh and other films. He currently has Bhool
Bhulaiyya 2 and Dostana 2 in his kitty.
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Sadak 2 poster: Alia Bhatt says Mahesh Bhatt wanted
only Mount Kailash on poster for this reason

Bhuj The pride of India posters: Ajay Devgn is
ready for the fight, Sanjay Dutt’s first look out

Kunal Kemmu demands ‘equal
playing field’, fans wonder if it’s

about Disney+ Hotstar not
inviting him to represent his film

Actor Alia Bhatt shared the first poster for her upcoming film, Sadak 2,
during a live session with Disney+?Hotstar on Monday evening. The
poster showed a solitary road leading to Mount Kailash.
Sharing the poster, Alia said she asked her father and film director
Mahesh Bhatt if it would not be better to feature the actors on the
poster. She then pulled put a note which was Mahesh’s reasoning
behind the featuring only the mountain.
“Mount Kailash, the ageless mountain, has the footprints of gods and
sages. It is the abode of god of all gods, Lord Shiva. So do we really
need anything else? Or actors in that sacred space? Since the begin-
ning of time, humanity found its shelter in Kailash. This is a place
where all search ends. Sadak two is a road to love.?This sequel to
Sadak will take you on the mother of all love pilgrimages,” she said.

Sadak 2 also stars Sanjay Dutt, Pooja Bhatt and Aditya Roy Kapur. It
takes off where the original left and will feature a very different kind of
‘villain’ this time. “The story of Ravi (Sanjay) will move forward. He
meets these two new people (Alia-Aditya). The film has different love
stories and also has (an element of) thrill. The villain is someone
very different and totally unexpected,” Alia said. Working on the film
was a homecoming in its true sense, Alia said. “That the whole family is coming
to make a film together. That emotion is of another level altogether... I always
wanted to be picturised in a song from the Bhatt camp, which has been famous for
its music,” she added. The original followed a taxi driver (Sanjay) trying to rescue
the woman he loves (Pooja) from a brothel. It also featured Sadashiv
Amrapurkar as the iconic villain Maharani, the brothel owner and
actor Soni Razdan, Alia’s mother.

New posters of Ajay Devgn’s upcoming movie, Bhuj The Pride of
India, were shared on Monday as it was announced that the film will
release on Disney+ Hotstar later this year. Directed by Abhishek
Dudhaiya, the film stars Sanjay Dutt and Sonakshi Sinha in pivotal
roles. Other films that will stream on the platform include Akshay
Kumar’s Laxmmi Bomb, Alia Bhatt’s Sadak 2 and Vidyut Jammwal’s
Khuda Hafiz. Talking about the direct-to-digital release, Ajay said in a
vir tual press conference, “The film is based on a true story. The story
is about one day and one night. It tells this story of common people
who rebuilt a road overnight to help the armed forces during the 1971
war. We need to have more stories of such bravery and valour.”
Ajay Devgn plays an Indian Air Force (IAF) pilot in the film and the
poster shows him in uniform. Earlier, the director had shared the first
look of the film on?Twitter on the first day of the new year, “It’s a
privilege to present @ajaydevgn sir’s first look as Sq. Ld. Vijay Karnik

from my upcoming director ia l  f i lm #BhujThePrideOfIndia .
#14Aug2020.” The film was slated for an Independence Day release
this year before theatres were shutdown due to the coronavirus pan-
demic. Bhuj: The Pride Of India tells the story of 300 women from
Madhapar village of Gujarat’s Kutch district, who played a pivotal
role in helping India win the war. The women came together to rebuild
and repair the only runway in Bhuj, which was crucial for the war.
The film also stars Ammy Virk and South Indian actor Pranitha
Subhash. Speaking about working with Ajay Devgn, she had earlier
told IANS: “Ajay sir is so disciplined on sets. He is so natural when it
comes to acting and the best thing about him is that as soon as the
director says action, he gets into the character and gets out of it as
soon as the director says cut. There was so much to learn from him
and I feel blessed to have worked with him in my first Bollywood
film.” The film is slated to hit theatres on August 14.

After Vidyut Jammwal, Kunal Kemmu also appears to have voiced
his displeasure at being ignored by Disney+ Hotstar, in a cryptic
tweet. Kunal’s film Lootcase is par t of the seven films that will
get a direct-to-digital release on Disney+ Hotstar, however, he
was not invited to the live launch event on Monday.
“Izzat aur pyaar maanga nahi kamaya jaata hai. Koi na de toh
usse hum chhote nahi hote. Bas maidaan khelne ke liye barabar
de do chhalaang hum bhi oonchi laga sakte hai (Respect and
love can never be asked for, only earned. If someone doesn’t
give it to you, it doesn’t make you small. Just give us an equal
playing field, we’ll show you how high we can leap),” he wrote in
his tweet. Bhuj, Sadak 2, Laxmmi Bomb, The Big Bull and Dil
Bechara are other films that are on the list. The event was joined
by Abshishek Bachchan, Alia Bhatt, Akshay Kumar, Ajay Devgn
and Varun Dhawan.
Fans were quick to ask if he was talking about being ignored by
the streamer.
“It was very unfair of @DisneyplusHSVIP to not have you and
Vidyut on their Multiplex announcement event. You too should get
a platform to promote your movie Lootcase like other actors. But
stay assured that all this will change soon,” read a reply. “I can
feel the hur t. @DisneyPlusHS should have atleast called you
and @VidyutJammwal for the #BollywoodKiHomeDelivery an-
nouncement,” read another.
Earlier on Monday, Vidyut had written in a tweet than seven films
have been selected for the release but only five of them got any
representation. He said his film Khuda Hafiz did not get an invite. “A BIG
announcement for sure!! 7 films scheduled for release but only 5 are
deemed worthy of representation. 2 films, receive no invitation or intima-
tion. It’s a long road ahead. THE CYCLE CONTINUES,” he wrote.

Richa Chadha apologises for
calling someone bipolar in a

tweet last year: ‘Beginning to
grasp what mental health means’

Actor Richa Chadha got a lot of love from her fans for apologising
for a tweet she made a ago. Fans appreciated her for realising
her mistake without being reminded or called out for it.
Richa wrote in a tweet on Monday that she regretted calling
someone ‘bipolar’ in a tweet. “I think last year I made a joke
about someone being ‘bipolar’.The joke was borne out of a petu-
lant desire to seem witty in even less than 280 characters. As I
am now only beginning to grasp what #mentalhealth means, I
just want to apologise and couldn’t have said this sooner,” she
wrote. Her followers reacted positively. “I’m bipolar. On behalf of
everyone with my condition I hereby commit you to being par-
doned,” wrote one. “Very brave of you to admit something that
might well have gone out of the public memor y, Richa
@RichaChadha. Not for nothing do we respect you,” wrote an-
other. “Takes a real man/woman to own up to their mistakes. You
go, girl,” read another comment. In December 2018, Richa had
shared a tweet about Nawazuddin Siddiqui’s performance in
Thackeray when she used the word. “Are ee humara Faisal toh
bipolar nikla be (Wow, my Faisal turned out to be bipolar),” she
had written. Nawazuddin played Richa’s son in Gangs of
Wasseypur and late Shiv Sena leader Bal Thackeray in
Thackeray. Richa is cur rently in self isolation at her Mumbai
home. She was supposed to get married to her boyfriend Ali
Fazal this summer by their plans were ruined due to the coronavirus
pandemic. These days, Richa is spending her time reading books.
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SRI LANKA ORDERS CRIMINAL
PROBE INTO 2011 WORLD CUP FINAL

FIXING ALLEGATIONS: REPORT

‘ROHIT SHARMA PROBABLY AMONG TOP 3 OR 5
OPENERS OF ALL TIME’: FORMER INDIA

CAPTAIN’S REMARKABLE PRAISE FOR BATSMAN

‘WARNE LIKE A KID AT SCHOOL WITH
NO MATES’: LEE REVEALS WHAT

STEVE WAUGH JOKINGLY TOLD HIM

HAFEEZ, RIAZ AMONG SIX PAKISTAN PLAYERS
CLEARED TO TOUR ENGLAND

Former India batsman Kris Srikkanth believes Rohit Sharma is a
strong contender to be in the top three or five openers of all time. As
an opener, Rohit has scored 7148 runs from 140 ODIs at an average of
58.11 with 27 centuries, whereas in T20Is, he’s tallied 2313 runs from
76 innings and slammed four centuries, the most by a player in the
format. In fact, earlier this year, Rohit became the fastest to 7000 ODI
runs as opener, leaving behind Sachin Tendulkar and South Africa’s
Hashim Amla
“He is definitely, probably is in the top three or five all-time greatest
openers as far as one-day cricket is concerned,” Srikkanth said on
the Cricket Connected Show on Star Spor ts.

Last year, he was the world’s leading ODI run-getter with 1490 runs.
Named the ICC ODI Cricketer of the Year for 2019, Rohit became the
first player in history to score five ODI centuries in a single edition of
the World Cup. He surpassed MS Dhoni to hit the maximum number of
sixes in international matches on Indian soil.
“I think I would rate him as one of the greatest all-time one-day open-
ers in world cricket,” Srikkanth said. “What’s the greatest quality in
Rohit Sharma is that he goes for these big hundreds and double hun-
dreds, that is something amazing. In a one-day cricket match, you
will go 150, 180, 200, just imagine where you are going to take the
team to, that’s the greatness about Rohit Sharma.”

Six Pakistan cricketers, including former captain Mohammad Hafeez,
have been cleared to join rest of the team in England after returning a
second negative result in Covid-19 tests, the Pakistan Cricket Board
(PCB) said on Tuesday.
Fakhar Zaman, Mohammad Hasnain, Mohammad Rizwan, Shadab
Khan and Wahab Riaz also tested negative for the second time in
three days and would join rest of the team in Worcestershire.
“The PCB will now star t making their travel arrangements and the
depar ture details will be shared in due course,” the PCB added.
Four other players - Kashif Bhatti, Haris Rauf, Haider Ali and Imran
Khan - tested positive for the second time earlier this week. The first
batch of Pakistan players underwent Covid-19 testing on their arrival
in Manchester on Sunday before moving to Worcestershire for a 14-
day isolation period.
Pakistan are scheduled to play three tests and three Twenty20
internationals behind closed doors in August-September. The exact
dates and venues have not been announced yet.

A couple of weeks af ter former Sri Lanka spor ts minister
Mahindananda Aluthgamage claimed that Sri Lanka ‘sold’
the World Cup 2011 final to ensure victory for India, Sri Lanka
government has reportedly ordered a criminal probe into
the allegations. “A criminal investigation has begun,” KDS
Ruwanchandra, the secretary to the spor ts ministry, was
quoted as saying by news agency AFP.
The issue was sprung up earlier this month when in an inter-
view with local TV channel ‘Sirasa’, Aluthgamage, who was
Sri Lanka spor ts minister at the time, said that the 2011
World Cup final between India and Sri Lanka was fixed. “To-
day I am telling you that we sold the 2011 world cup, I said
this when I was the spor ts minister,” Aluthgamage had said.
The news agency AFP also had cited local repor ts from Sri
Lanka claiming that former Sri Lanka captain Aravinda de
Silva, who was the chief selector of the team for the 2011
finals, was summoned for an interview with the investiga-
tors on Tuesday. De Silva, in a column on The Sunday Times
earlier this month had refuted the allegations, and urged
SLC, BCCI and the ICC?to investigate the matter to clear out
any doubts on the subject. “We cannot let people get away
all the time with lies. I request everyone, ICC, BCCI, and SLC
to investigate this immediately. “Just like we cherished our
World Cup victory, players like Sachin (Tendulkar) cherish
these moments for the rest of their lives. I think in the inter-
est of Sachin and the millions of cricket fans across India,
it’s the duty of the Indian government and their cricket board
to initiate an impar tial inquiry to see whether they have won
a fixed World Cup,” he had written in his column.

As Shane Warne and Steve Waugh continue to trade barbs
over their frosty relationship, Shane Lee has revealed how
the former Australia captain joked that the ex-Australia leg-
spinner was like “the kid at school with no mates” in the
dressing room during the 1996 World Cup. Lee, who was
selected in Australia’s World Cup squad as a 23-year-old, ex-
plained how Warne was extremely warm to him before Waugh, who
wasn’t the captain of the side, pulled him aside and offered a sugges-
tion. “I remember the ’96 World Cup. I was selected as a 23-year-old all-
rounder. And Warney was really nice and took me in. He said, ‘It’s going
to be the Shane show, you and me, the Shane show’.” Lee, the older
brother of Brett Lee, said on the Betoota Advocate podcast.
“Steve Waugh pulled me aside and said, ‘How you going with Warney?’
I said he’s being really nice to me and Waugh said, ‘Do you remember
when you were at school and there was a kid at school that had no
mates and this new kid comes to school and that kid with no mates is
all over that new kid? You’re that new kid and Warney’s the
kid with no mates.’” It’s not secret that the two cricketers
weren’t the best of buddies. Warne and Waugh’s strained
relationship recently came to the spotlight again. Warne
called Waugh “the most selfish cricketer” in a tweet before
the former captain fired back a few days later, saying the
former leg-spinner’s “comments are a reflection of himself”. How-
ever, irrespective of what Waugh has to say about Warne, Lee credited
him for having one of the sharpest minds in cricket.

My style won’t change if given role of captaincy in absence of Root: Stokes
Star all-rounder Ben Stokes says he won’t change his playing approach even if he is handed England’s captaincy in the absence of
regular skipper Joe Root for the Test series-opener against the West Indies. Vice-captain Stokes is being speculated to replace Root,
who is taking leave to be with his wife for the bir th of their second child, for the first Test at Southampton from July 8.
“I hope that I always try to set the example in terms of attitude and commitment If I am in charge that’s not going to change the way that
I go about things,” Stokes was quoted as saying by the BBC. Stokes had a phenomenal run in the past one year as he helped England
to World Cup final victory and played a key role in his side’s stunning Ashes win over Australia at Headingley.
The 29-year-old, who has played 63 Tests since 2013, says positivity influences his conduct on the field and that will continue. “In terms
of how I want to influence the game, I try to have a positive effect with the ball or bat in my hand. No matter what I do in terms of choosing
what to do in a situation, it will always be the positive route,” the Durham all-rounder said.
If Stokes is given the captaincy, he will be first all-rounder since Andrew Flintoff to lead England and 81st skipper overall. He was
named vice-captain in 2017 but he lost the position following the Bristol nightclub incident that year. “Getting the oppor tunity to captain
England is a huge honour - even if it’s only the once you can still say ‘yeah, I’ve captained England’.
“It’s a huge honour to think about, and something I’m really looking forward to if the oppor tunity presents itself, but also at the same time
I know I’m only stepping in for the one game because of Joe’s personal situation.” Stokes does not have experience of leading a side
but would bank on suppor t from his experienced players.
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MS Dhoni's captaincy a mix between Sourav
Ganguly and Rahul Dravid: Lalchand Rajput

Team India expressed tremendous success under the leadership of
MS Dhoni, who built a legacy with his cool and calm style captaincy
while leading the charge of the Men In Blue.
Lalchand Rajput, the former Indian team manager during the 2007 T20
World Cup -- Dhoni's first successful stint as skipper -- revealed his
experience with the team under the wicketkeeper-batsman's leader-
ship. According to him, Dhoni's style of captaincy is an esculent
blend between two former Team India skippers in Sourav Ganguly
and Rahul Dravid. "To be very honest Dhoni was very very calm and
used to think two steps ahead of the opponent and he was always a
thinking captain. He was a mixture of Ganguly and Rahul Dravid,"
Ganguly said. "Ganguly used to give players the confidence and he
was the one who changed the mentality of the Indian team," he added.
The 58-year-old then went on to add how 'Mahi' always showed faith
in the youngsters and always helps them to produce their best in
games. "So, I think that carried forward with Dhoni because even he
gave oppor tunities to players and if he saw potential in someone he
used to give him ample oppor tunities."
"Dhoni will never show any evasive action on the ground and that
helped the players in giving their best," he said.
Since India's semi-final exit from the ICC Cricket World Cup 2019
against New Zealand in August last year, MSD hasn't featured for the
Men In Blue. During his break from cricket, the 38-year-old also served
for the Indian Army too.

Kane Williamson explains why he sent Martin Guptill,
Jimmy Neesham during super over in 2019 World Cup final

The 2019 World Cup final was surely embroiled in many controver-
sies but the New Zealand side earned praises for being gentlemen in
the game.
Talking about the super over, New Zealand skipper Kane Williamson
explained his thought-process behind sending in Martin Guptill and
Jimmy Neesham which was played to decide the winner.
The normal 50-over action between England and New Zealand ended
in a tie and as a result, a super over was played to decide the winners
of the World Cup.
In the super over, England had scored 15 runs, and New Zealand
nominated Mar tin Guptill and Jimmy Neesham to go out to bat.
"I had a very brief discussion with the coach Gary Stead, I had a few
guys in my mind who could go out to bat as we were going to bat
second in the Super Over, the decision to send out batsmen was
dependent on how much we were chasing and who the bowler is
probably going to be," Williamson told Ravichandran Ashwin on the
spinner`s YouTube show titled `DRS with Ash`.
"It was about giving yourself with the best possible oppor tunity,
Neesham was hitting the ball very well throughout the World Cup and
we all know how capable Guptill really is of hitting the ball out of the
park, there was a shor t boundary on one side of the ground. They are
both quicks between the 22 yards so this helped too," he added.
Both Guptill and Neesham managed 15 runs in the super over, and on
the final ball, Guptill was run-out to end the super over in a tie as well.
In the end, England was announced as the winners of the World Cup
on the basis of the boundary-countback rule.
"I was padded up to come in at three, it was a different experience to
be a par t of, both Neesham and Guptill did a good job, Jofra Archer is
a remarkable bowler, emotions were so high af ter the final, it was a
long tournament when the time comes and it finishes, it`s like of a

draining feeling as all of it finishes. The guys were filled with emotion
after what really transpired," Williamson said.
With this win, England won their first-ever 50-over World Cup title.
Kane Williamson was applauded from all corners as he held his com-
posure after losing the finals by the slightest of margins. The Kiwi

skipper was also awarded the `Player of the Tournament`.
After the final, ICC came under a lot of scrutinies for deciding the
result on the basis of the boundary-countback rule.
However, this rule was there before the tournament began, and ap-
parently all teams had agreed to it.

BHUVNESHWAR KUMAR LAUDS 'LEGEND' MS DHONI AND 'GOAT' VIRAT KOHLI
Team India cricketer Bhuvneshawar Kumar has lauded teammates, MS Dhoni and Virat Kohli.
The Indian pacer recently conducted a Q&A with his fans over on Instagram, where he answered
numerous enquires over a wide range of topics.
 When asked to share his thoughts on the veteran wicket-keeper batsman, who successfully guided
India to all major ICC trophies in his cabinet, Bhuvneshwar labelled him as a legend and said that Dhoni
is an even better person.
"Legend and even a better human being," Bhuvneshwar wrote about Dhoni.
When asked to describe the Team India skipper Virat Kohli in one word, 'Bhuvi' called him a GOAT
(Greatest Of All Time).
The speedster was also quizzed about who's his favourite footballer better Messi and Ronaldo, to which
Bhuvneshwar picked Argentina and Barcelona forward Lionel Messi.
The coronavirus outbreak brought most spor ts activities to a halt with players practising social distancing
and self-isolation during the pandemic.
The World Health Organisation (WHO) and the governments all around are urging people to stay
at home.
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'Beyond acceptable': Sunil Chhetri condemns alleged custodial
deaths of father-son in Tamil Nadu's Thoothukudi

The alleged custodial deaths of a man and his
son who were arrested for violating lockdown
restrictions in Tamil Nadu's Thoothukudi district
on June 19 has sparked protests across par ts of
the state.
Condemning the act, Indian football team skipper
Sunil Chhetri has sought justice for the family,
saying that what happened to the father-son duo
is 'beyond acceptable'.
"What happened with Jeyaraj and Fenix is beyond
acceptable. Nothing will give them their lives
back, but justice should set a precedent and a
very strong one at that. #JeyarajandFenix,"
Chhetri tweeted.
P Jayaraj (59) and his son J Benicks (31) were
picked up by police and put in Kovilpatti sub-jail
on June 21 as they had kept their mobile phone
accessories shop in the Sathankulam main
bazaar area open during the cur few timing of the
coronavirus-induced lockdown.
The father and son were admitted to the Kovilpatti
government hospital on June 22. While the son
died on the same night, the father breathed his
last on June 23 morning.

'WILL ALWAYS REMAIN AN IMPORTANT MILESTONE IN OUR JOURNEY':
VIRAT KOHLI RECALLS 2014 ADELAIDE TEST AGAINST AUSTRALIA

Indian skipper Virat Kohli has been a huge fan of the longer format
of the game. Leading the Men in Blue in the World Test Champion-
ship, Team India are currently sitting at the top with 360 with
Australia following on with 296 points.
Talking about the two sides, Kohli in his Instagram post recalled
the 2014 Adelaide Test which India went on to lose. In the post,
the captain said that despite losing the match, it will always re-
main an impor tant milestone in our journey of the test side.
He captioned it saying, "Throwback to this very special and im-
por tant test in our journey as the test team that we are today.
Adelaide 2014 was a game filled with emotion on both sides and
an amazing one for people to watch too.
"Although we didn't cross the line being so close, it taught us that
anything is possible if we put our mind to it because we commit-
ted to doing something which seemed very difficult, to begin with
but almost pulled it off. All of us committed to it. This will always
remain a very impor tant milestone in our journey as a test side".
When it comes to the match, the Aussies were riding on centuries
from David Warner, Michael Clarke, and Steve Smith.
Australia surged to 517 before the first overnight declaration and
the Indian bowling lacked teeth in the absence of Bhuvneshwar
Kumar and Ravi Ashwin.
Kohli led India's strong reply with an exquisite 115 allied to sup-
por ting acts from Cheteshwar Pujara (73), Murali Vijay(53) and
Ajinkya Rahane(62).
Kohli in the post-press conference said, "I cannot comment on my
performance right now. I am really proud of the boys, we took the game
till the last day and last hour. The per formances of individuals are differ-

ent, I would have been happy if my hundreds had come in a winning
cause.
"I am pretty one dimensional, I know (regarding his positive mindset).

Before the boys went to their rooms last night, I told them that whatever
happened has happened, we have to go after the target. They did that, we
fell short but I am really proud of the effor t".

Australian opener David Warner has been spending his quarantine time by making TikToks and danc-
ing to Bollywood songs or reciting popular dialogues.
However, Team India bowler Ravichandran Ashwin recently trolled Warner af ter the government of
India banned 59 Chinese apps, including TikTok.
After the mobile applications got banned, the veteran spinner took to Twitter and hilariously asked
Warner "Appo Anwar?" - a very famous dialogue from Rjnikant’s 1995 movie "Baashha".
The English translation of the dialogue is, "So, what’s David Warner going to do now?"
As per the Indian government's official statement, all these apps are "prejudicial to sovereignty and
integrity of India, defence of India, security of state and public order," the government said.
In an order issued under section 69A of the Information Technology Act read with the relevant provi-
sions of the Information Technology (Procedure and Safeguards for Blocking of Access of Information
by Public) Rules 2009, the Ministry of Information Technology said it has decided to block 59 apps in
view of the emergent nature of threats.
In view of the information available they are engaged in activities which is prejudicial to sovereignty
and integrity of India, defence of India, security of state and public order, the order said.
On the basis of these and upon receiving of recent credible inputs that such Apps pose threat to
sovereignty and integrity of India, the Government of India has decided to disallow the usage of cer tain
Apps, used in both mobile and non-mobile Internet-enabled devices, it said.
This move will safeguard the interests of crores of Indian mobile and internet users. This decision is a
targeted move to ensure safety and sovereignty of Indian cyberspace, it added.

'So, what now?' Ashwin hilariously trolls David Warner
on social media after India bans TikTok

Mohammad Hafeez should confront PCB after second
COVID-19 test result came negative: Shoaib Akhtar

Pakistan all-rounder Mohammad Hafeez's coronavirus test from being first positive and then
negative has sparked a lot of outrage. Talking about the same, former pacer Shoaib Akhtar has
said that Hafeez should have confronted the PCB if he got his second coronavirus test result as
negative. Akhtar said that Hafeez should have confronted the PCB rather than posting his test
result on Twitter.
"PCB showed a bit of mismanagement, we just star ted doing random testing of players, now
players have tested positive for coronavirus, the worst-hit area due to coronavirus is maybe
Lahore, then it is Karachi. I am sure that if you keep on testing, you will get more and more
positive results," Akhtar said on his YouTube channel.
"Now, the tests are done, my advice to Hafeez was to go for the retest, but he should not have
posted the result of his second Test on Twitter, he should have confronted the PCB, you should
not get on bad terms with the board. The tour of England is impor tant for Pakistan, we need to
send our solid team there if we want to win the Test series," he added.
Earlier this week, after testing positive for coronavirus, Hafeez once again underwent the test
and on Wednesday revealed, that he has now tested negative.
Hafeez shared the report of his latest coronavirus Test on Twitter and said that he opted to go for
another examination for his personal satisfaction.
"After testing positive COVID-19 acc to PCB testing Repor t yesterday, as 2nd opinion and for
satisfaction I personally went to Test it again along with my family, and here I along with my all
family members are repor ted Negative," Hafeez had tweeted.
The PCB had initially planned to send a squad of 29 players to England, but ten players tested
positive for coronavirus earlier this week. On Saturday, Wasim Khan, the PCB chief executive,
announced that six of those ten players returned negative results when they were tested for the
second time. So, as a result, 20 players and 11 members of the support staff will be travelling
to England first. The rest of the players will join the squad later after returning two negative
tests. Players who have depar ted for England-- Azhar Ali (captain), Babar Azam (vice-captain),
Abid Ali, Asad Shafiq, Faheem Ashraf, Fawad Alam, Iftikhar Ahmad, Imad Wasim, Imam-ul-
Haq, Khushdil Shah, Mohammad Abbas, Musa Khan, Naseem Shah, Rohail Nazir, Sar faraz
Ahmed, Shaheen Shah Afridi, Shan Masood, Sohail Khan, Usman Shinwari, and Yasir Shah.
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Banning Foreign Home Buyers Would Get Backing Of 78% Of British Columbians

Ford's redesigned F-150 pickup
will offer sleeper seat

VIRUS SURGE DUE TO PEAK IN BIG
COUNTRIES: WHO

The vast majority of British Columbians would follow in New Zealand’s
footsteps and ban most foreigners from buying homes in Canada, a
new poll from Research Co. finds.
In an online survey of 800 adults in British Columbia, 78 per cent of
respondents said they were in favour of a New Zealand-style ban on
foreign buyers, while 15 per cent opposed the idea and 7 per cent
were undecided.
“The notion of forbidding most foreigners from owning real estate in
Canada is popular among all demographics in British Columbia,”
Research Co. president Mario Canseco said in a statement.
Canseco said the highest support came from Vancouver Island resi-
dents and those aged 35 to 54, with 88 per cent suppor t among both
groups.
An influx of foreign buyers has been one of the most commonly cited
reasons for Vancouver ’s high house prices. The metro area typically
ranks among one of the three least affordable housing markets in a
survey of hundreds of cities around the world.
New Zealand, which has struggled with similar affordability issues

as Canada’s larger cities, moved in 2018 to forbid foreigners from
buying residential real estate. The law exempts citizens of Australia
and Singapore, because of free trade agreements.
But though the debate has focused recently on New Zealand’s move,
many countries around the world limit the ability of non-residents or
non-citizens to purchase housing.

DETROIT -- Ford Motor Co. next week will show the next generation of
its brawny F-150 pickup truck that offers a new sleeper-seat feature
and over-the-air software updates.
The new F-150, par t of the best-selling vehicle line in the United
States, accounts for $50 billion (all figures in USD) in annual rev-
enue, and a significant share of Ford's annual profit. The truck is the
top-selling vehicle in Canada and has been the best-selling pickup in
Canada for more than 50 years.
While Tesla Inc and General Motors Co have moved faster on over-
the-air software upgrades and high-speed in-vehicle data networks,
the new F-150 will bring such technology squarely into the main-
stream. The new truck, expected to launch later this year, is a critical
plank in Chief Operating Officer Jim Farley's plan to slash $5 billion in
warranty costs, speed Ford's push into vehicle connectivity and add
to the No. 2 U.S. automaker's already-strong position in the Nor th
American commercial vehicle market.

GENEVA: The record levels of new daily COVID-19 cases are due to
the fact that the pandemic is peaking in a number of big countries at
the same time and reflect a change in the virus’ global activity, the
World Health Organisation said.
At a media briefing on Monday, WHO’s
emergencies chief Dr. Michael Ryan said
that “the numbers are increasing because
the epidemic is developing in a number of
populous countries at the same time.”
Some countries have attributed their
increased caseload to more testing,
including India and the US, but Ryan
dismissed that explanation. “We do
not believe this i s a testing phenomenon,” he said, noting that numerous
countries have also noted marked increases in hospital admissions and deaths—
neither of which cannot be explained by increased testing. “There definitely is a
shift in that the virus is now very well established,” Ryan said. “The epidemic is
now peaking or moving towards a peak in a number of large countries.” He added
the situation was “definitely accelerating” in a number of countries,
including the US and others in South Asia, the Middle East and Africa.

KRITI SANONPRIYANKA CHOPRA JONAS SANYA MALHOTRA ANANYA PANDAYPARINEETI CHOPRA

Beyonce dedicates BET Humanitarian award to Black Lives
Matter protesters; daughter Blue Ivy Carter wins her first award

BEYONCE WON BET HUMANITARIAN AWARD DURING THE 20TH ANNUAL AWARD CEREMONY HELD ON SUNDAY.
AS SHE ACCEPTED THE BET HUMANITARIAN AWARD DURING THE 20TH ANNUAL AWARD CEREMONY ON SUNDAY, MUSICIAN BEYONCE
ENCOURAGED BLACK LIVES MATTER PROTESTERS TO CONTINUE FIGHTING FOR EQUALITY.
"YOUR VOICES ARE BEING HEARD AND YOU'RE PROVING TO OUR ANCESTORS THAT THEIR STRUGGLES WERE NOT IN VAIN. I'M
ENCOURAGING YOU TO TAKE ACTION," THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER QUOTED BEYONCE AS SAYING DURING THE EVENT.
THE SUPERSTAR WAS BEING HONOURED FOR HER PHILANTHROPIC WORK OVER THE YEARS AND THE MOST RECENT RELIEF EFFORTS
DURING THE CORONAVIRUS CRISIS. THE FORMER FIRST LADY OF AMERICA, MICHELLE OBAMA DELIVERED THE AWARD TO THE 'CRAZY
IN LOVE' SINGER AS SHE DUBBED HER AS "THE QUEEN."
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With face visors and gloves, London’s bespoke tailors reopen for business
Behind a heavy red curtain, Neil Latchman checks the fit of a suit made especially for him by Maurice Sedwell,
a tailors which has been making bespoke clothes in London since 1938.
Non-essential shops have reopened as Britain’s coronavirus lockdown eases, allowing customers who prefer
their outfits made to measure to return to Savile Row, the central London street synonymous with tailor-made
clothes.
Standing in front of dozens of suit jackets in old-fashioned glass cabinets, Latchman keeps still while his chest
is measured by shop manager Judith Ekblom Jarrold wearing a plastic face visor. “Par t of the joy of bespoke is
that interaction that we have with customers - getting to know them, having them in the shops so that we are
able to make a really personal experience,” she said. Maurice Sedwell’s tailors cut and sew fabrics like vicuna
and cashmere for customers including politicians and business leaders, and despite the safety precautions of
visors and gloves, Ekblom Jarrold says it is mostly business as usual.
“There’s not much difference in the way we interact with our customers. One of the key things for us has always
been making sure that we’re not invading their personal space,” she said.
Amongst the fabric samples, tailoring scissors and buttons, Latchman said that knowing Maurice Sedwell
would not be full of people made him feel more secure and he had decided not to wear a face mask, as he
explained why he opted for bespoke suits. “It gives me the body that I don’t really have,” he said, “so there’s a
lot of work, a lot of craftsmanship, a lot of ar t that goes into it.”

Toronto: Moderate drinkers,
beware. Even consuming 350 ml
of beer, 140 ml of wine or 40 ml
of liquor daily within weekly low-
risk drinking guidelines can
result in hospitalisation and
death, researchers have warned.
Moderate drinkers “are not
insulated from harm,” said
researchers led by Adam Sherk
from Canadian Institute for
Substance Use Research at the
University of Victoria in British
Columbia, Canada.
“Don’t drink or, if you do, drink no

more than one drink per day,” said Sherk. Overall, the best advice for drinking is to er r on the side of
caution. “When it comes to alcohol use, less is better”.
The Canadian government’s low-risk drinking guidelines state that women should consume no more
than about 10 drinks per week and men no more than 15.
During the research, Sherk and colleagues found that, a significant por tion of alcohol-caused death and
disability was experienced by those drinking within guidelines. For example, more than 50 per cent of
cancer deaths resulting from alcohol use occurred in people drinking moderately. Fur ther, 38 per cent
of all alcohol-attributable deaths were experienced by people drinking below the weekly limits or
among former drinkers. However, for women, alcohol consumption within the guidelines did offer some
protection from death from hear t attack, stroke and diabetes.
Nonetheless, “This protective effect did not appear to hold for men who experienced harm at all
drinking levels”.
According to the researchers, some drinking guidelines, which are published by many countries to
help drinkers make informed health decisions, may still be high.

JUST 40 ML LIQUOR DAILY
MAY PUT YOU AT DEATH RISK
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'EVERYTHING WAS NORMAL IN WORLD, DEEP WITHIN HE WAS SLIPPING
AWAY': SUHRITA DAS' FB POST ON SUSHANT-RHEA GOES VIRAL

L I FESTYLE

Twitterati demand Bharat Ratna for Akshay Kumar, Sonu
Sood post their contribution during COVID-19 pandemic

'Bharat Ratna' has been trending on Twitter since some time. A few users on the micro-blogging site gave
their suggestions for who deserve the honour, and Akshay Kumar, Sonu Sood were the most popular
choice among the users. Twitterati picked Akshay Kumar and Sonu Sood for Bharat Ratna because of their
contribution, especially during the COVID-19 pandemic. While they noticed Sonu only after his effor ts
during the pandemic, the users remembered Akshay's donation since Pulwama attacks in 2019. Bharat
Ratna trend started on Twitter after Suhel Seth demanded Bharat Ratna for ninth Prime Minister of India,
P V Narasimha Rao. He tweeted, "It’s an absolute shame that to this day, P V Narasimha Rao, who
changed the economic history of India has still not been awarded a posthumous Bharat Ratna. Only
because he was independent and not a family ser f. At least this Government needs to set things right!"
Prior to him, KCR had also rooted for Bharat Ratna for P V Narasimha Rao back in 2014.

A Facebook post has gone viral from Suhrita Das' page about Sushant
Singh Rajput and Rhea Chakrabor ty. Das apparently works for Bhatt's
Vishesh Films and she has deleted her post now. Dated June 14,
Suhrita penned about SSR's clinical depression and how Rhea had
sought counselling from Mahesh Bhatt and the struggles she faced
during their rumoured relationship. Das has locked her Facebook
page, however, the status has gone viral and has become a talk of the
town. It read as "Dear Rhea, When the world will be pouring grief for
Sushant Singh Rajput and expressing shock and condolence I stand
by you firm and strong. Having been a silent spectator to your impos-

sible attempts at trying to keep him together and going... it is my
moral duty as a mother and a citizen of this country to tell once and for
all that clinical depression is a catastrophe that medical science has
no solution or answer to. Every time you came running to the office to
seek counsel from Bhatt Saab or spoke to him on the phone I've seen
your journey, your struggle." Suhrita added, "Can't forget the evening
in Sushant’s terrace when it almost felt like everything was normal in
the world while deep within he was slipping away. Sir saw that that's
why he shared the very words his Master UG told him warning him
about Parveen Babi, "walk away or this will take you down under

along with." You gave your every-
thing and more, you did more
much more than your bit woman.
Love you my Jalebi. Stay strong."

IN SUSHANT SINGH RAJPUT’S MEMORY, BHUMI PEDNEKAR
PLEDGES TO FEED 550 UNDERPRIVILEGED FAMILIES
Sushant Singh Rajput’s Sonchiriya co-star Bhumi Pednekar has joined hands with Ek Saath: The
Ear th Foundation to feed 550 underprivileged families as a tribute to him.
In a statement shared on Instagram, she said, “I pledge to feed 550 impoverished families through
the Ek Saath Foundation in memory of my dear friend. Let’s show compassion and love towards
everyone that is in need, now more than ever.”
Pragya Kapoor, who runs the NGO, is sponsoring meals for 3,400 needy families with her husband
and filmmaker Abhishek Kapoor. She had earlier told IANS, “It’s our way of honouring him and his
craft, everything he has done and achieved, to celebrate him and everything he stands for. As
friends, it gives us something to hold on to.”
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